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Brandon Bauer
21 in Libya (February 2015)
from the series Landscapes of Absence
Digital Inkjet Prints, Video, Booklet
2015

The project Landscapes of Absence explores ethical issues around the use of ISIS propaganda images
within the media. In particular, the project examines the use of propaganda images in the absence of
reliable and journalistically objective images from the territory controlled by the self-proclaimed Islamic
State since the brutal beheadings of western journalists and aid workers made it too dangerous to report
from areas under ISIS control. The project uses images drawn from eight beheading incidents
disseminated through ISIS media outlets. The work erases the dehumanized image, leaving only the
landscape and the absence of image as a metaphor for the larger issue of the absence of reliable
reporting.

Dina Kelberman
I’m Google
Tumblr Blog
2011- Ongoing

I’m Google is an ongoing Tumblr blog in which batches of images and videos that I cull from the internet
are compiled into a long stream-of-consciousness. Both the searching and arranging processes are done
manually. The batches move seamlessly from one subject to the next based on similarities in form,
composition, color, and theme. This results visually in a colorful grid that slowly changes as the viewer
scrolls through it. Images of houses being demolished transition into images of buildings on fire, to forest
fires, to billowing smoke, to geysers, to bursting fire hydrants, to fire hoses, to spools of thread. The site is
constantly updated week after week, batch by batch, sometimes in bursts, sometimes very slowly.
The blog came out of my natural tendency to spend long hours obsessing over Google Image searches,
collecting photos I found beautiful and storing them by theme. Often the images that interest me are of
industrial or municipal materials or everyday photo snapshots. I do not select images or videos that
appear to be intentionally artistic. Happily, the process of researching various themes in this way has lead
to unintentionally learning about topics I might never have otherwise, including structural drying, bale
feeders, B2P, VAWTs, screw turbines, the Cleveland pack, and powder coating.
I feel that my experience wandering through Google Image Search and YouTube hunting for obscure
information and encountering unexpected results is a very common one. My blog serves as a visual
representation of this phenomenon. This ability to endlessly drift from one topic to the next is the
inherently fascinating quality that makes the internet so amazing.

Katina Bitsicas
Portals
Digital Video
2016

Portals revolves around the moments when social media platforms accidentally record someone's death.
These videos are recorded from a first-person perspective, from the eyes of the victim. What interests me
is not the actual moment of death, but what the device captures after all movement has stopped.
Typically, these videos are shaky and chaotic, but then once the device reaches its final resting point,
there is this eerie stillness about the video. What is captured is usually a crisp blue sky, with clouds
passing by. Is the victim still conscious at this moment and viewing the sky with us? Is this the last thing
the victim saw before they died? Can the sky be viewed as a portal in a sense to the next place for their
body? All of these videos are surreal in nature, and put into question the moments between when we are
living and when we have passed on.

Sheida Soleimani
GCC & US from the series Medium of Exchange
Digital Inkjet Print
2019

Medium of Exchange investigates the complex relationships between the all-male leaders of OPEC
(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) and the West, finding both complicit in warfare that
has come as a result of oil interest. Investigating the ties between these powerful figures, the photographs
and screen plays use the tactics of theatre and humor to scrutinize the corruption stemming from the oil
trade, while suggesting a new way to view the codependence of leaders. Portraits of OPEC Oil Ministers
and Western government officials proposes an interplay of love and sex between those in command;
fetishes guide their exchanges, which result in drastic global turmoil- frequently at the expense of civilians
from the OPEC countries. Characterizations of each figure play out amongst backdrops of oil fields and
refineries that dot the landscape of the resource-rich region. These portraits are accompanied by a series
of short screen plays, adapting narratives from records of public speeches and conversations between
government officials and top-ranking officers. Pulling from archives, media photographs, official
documents, and conflicting news stories, Medium of Exchange expounds upon the role of petroleum trade
in concert with inadequacies of governments to provide for their citizens.

Kate Shannon
Images from the series Lifted and Leaden
Digital Inkjet Prints
2019

These images are from a series that addresses the rainy day when Donald Trump was inaugurated as
the 45th president of the United States. Shortly after the inauguration, the popular news organization
CNN published a Gigapixel image of the event. Gigapixels are super high-resolution digital photographs
that allow viewers to zoom, scroll, and interact online. To create the images in Lifted and Leaden, I
explore the attending crowd, digitally extract certain individuals, and isolate them in an empty space.
These solitary, dismal figures contrast the event, a spectacle orchestrated for the camera.
Working in a digital age overcrowded with photographs, I am joining a group of contemporary
photographers who have abandoned the idea of producing original images and instead work to disrupt,
critique, comment on, or otherwise transform images lifted from the World-Wide-Web. Unlike a traditional
photographer who navigates the physical landscape in search of photographic subjects, I explore the
virtual terrain of an interactive digital image. I use digital tools to deconstruct this image, culling and
amplifying small, seemingly inconsequential elements to convey a new message.

Hale Ekinci
Mandatory Service / Circumcised Boy from the series Persons + Protests
Solvent transfer, acrylic, crochet on paper
2018 / 2019

Pictorial histories, gender politics, and ritualistic
traditions from my Turkish upbringing form the
conceptual foundation of my work. Visually, they
resemble my main influence: indigenous Middle
Eastern crafts. These colorful, pattern-based textiles
employ visuals derived from merging motif with myth
and take on hidden significance and esoteric
symbolism. Similarly, I explore my heritage, my status
as an immigrant, and the rich history of “women’s
work” through non-linear narrative videos and mixed
media paintings embellished with craft and humor.
Historically, textiles and photos are used for recording
information and telling stories. To tell the story of my
hybrid folklore, I create pictorial scenes framed with
crochet edgings like headscarves – a prominent,
female, religiopolitical symbol. These start with
transferring collaged photos of collectives and
families from my dual life onto paper and fabric
surfaces. Symbolic patterns referenced from my
textile influences are layered over the translucent
pictures using acrylic paint, embroidery, and inkjet
impressions that mimic the complexity of identity.

Penelope Umbrico
Pirouette for CRT
Digital Video
2012

As part of my project TVs From Craigslist series, I cull images of CRT TVs for sale I find on peer-to-peer
market platforms such as Craigslist, eBay, and Gumtree. I find these pictures at once endearing and sad;
the screens of these TVs offer hints of the seller’s interior space reflected in them, inadvertent glimpses
that function as self-portraits of the sellers. The bulky CRT TVs that are pictured in profile seem like
anthropomorphic characters that have been rejected by their owners and yet they physically persist, dig in
their heels, and insist on being dealt with. They are the manifest dinosaurs of technology, physical bodies
as symbols of their own obsolescence. Using these found images, Pirouette for CRT is a choreographed
tribute to the mortality of the CRT, and of the image.

Penelope Umbrico
Sun Burn (Screensaver)
Digital Video
2008

I began the project Suns from Flickr in 2006 when, looking for the most photographed subject, I searched
the photo-sharing website Flickr and found “sunsets” to be the most present (tagged) resulting in 541,795
in 2006 hits. I thought it peculiar that the sun, the quintessential giver of life and warmth, constant in our
lives, symbol of enlightenment, spirituality, eternity, all things unreachable and ephemeral, omnipotent
provider of optimism and vitamin D… and so ubiquitously photographed, is now subsumed to the internet
– this warm singular object made multiple in the electronic space of the web, and viewed within the cool
light of the screen. I collected those sunsets from Flickr that had the most defined suns in them, and
cropped just the suns from these images.
Sun Burn (Screensaver) is comprised of 365 images from my project Suns from Flickr complied into an
animation, and then converted into a screensaver. As a screensaver, the implied danger of burning a
whole into your screen is, in fact, not a real threat: the longevity of our newer screens is no longer
affected by intense of light or form in one place. Current screensavers function purely for entertainment
and distraction, and in fact they use more energy than if the computer were allowed to just go to sleep.

Logan Dandridge
A Litany for Survival
Digital Video
2018

This piece is a meditation on performance, entanglement, and virtuosity in African American culture. The
physically coded language of Black music is a spiritual provocation. Fred Moten’s Black and Blur and the
poetry of Linton Kwesi Johnson have suggested this work. What concerns me here is the diffusion of
terror within African culture in general and Black music in particular. Apart from Moten, French
philosopher Georges Bataille’s writing on horror and spirituality underpin my research. One specific
assertion prompted this work: “The spiritual begins when language ends.” Such as it is, Black music
contains a certain quality that vocalizes spiritual discourse through musical intonations and trills. Within
these emanations, the terror that infuses Black music is momentarily visible. My work aims to provide a
point of discernment through the rhythmic gestures of the montage and decipher this physically coded
language.

Dan Rule
Cave
2016

My video collages are fabricated from YouTube videos, online photos, nature desktop wallpapers,
animation and some ‘real life’ shooting. They were made without visiting anyplace worth seeing. Using
the visual conventions of landscape painters throughout time, the surreal combinations emphasize and
subvert our idealized visions of particular landscapes. The Cave, the Waterfall, the Valley, etc. as ideas
are made into places both pastoral and unsettling.

Ray Ewing
Images from the series Video Game Landscapes
Digital Inkjet Prints
2018

This project is about asking myself a question about images of landscape. Do the meanings of landscape
images come from the cultural significance of certain sites, or can meaningful images of land be made
separate from any connection to the cultures and histories of the real world? These landscape images are
made from hundreds of compiled video game screenshots, collected through hundreds more hours of
played game time. Games like Sim City 4 and The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim were chosen based on their
emphasis of the role of land in game-play. A game like Half-Life 2 was chosen because it is really fun and
I was playing it anyway.
As a photographer, I presented myself with the challenge of starting from scratch in a visually alien world
in which I had to relearn how to make satisfying pictures. Every game presents the virtual photographer
with a new set of optical, and compositional hurdles that must be overcome. In Half-Life 2 for example, it
took over 50 hours of game-play to discover the optimal position for making multiple screenshots was
very specific. The character must be crouching (so the overlaid information disappears) and holding a
grenade to throw, but not released (so the arm is out of the frame). In Sim City 4, the time-lapse effect of
the multiple overlaid screenshots was nullified unless wave and cloud animation was turned on, and the
game was set to cycle through the changing color temperatures of the day. In Skyrim, the player must
zoom in to first person view to avoid having the character in the image.
Surprisingly, there are many advantages to photographing in video games as opposed to the real world.
For one, even after a long day at work, I can still make pictures in whatever lighting conditions I want in
the game by simply putting my character to sleep until the golden hour. Luckily, most player-controlled
characters also make the perfect tripods thanks to the fact that they perfectly freeze once you stop
moving. If you want more detail on the rocks in the foreground, just turn up the detail resolution in the
graphics settings.
Landscape images are inherently subjected to the cultural meanings of place and site. These images
made of virtual land, though still tied to a different kind of culture and history, are free to have the shape
of the land as their subject as opposed to the meaning of that place to others. An island can produce a
feeling of isolation simply based on its shape and not based on its history. These images of land removed
from landscape, place removed from culture, speak to the kind of wonderful escapism possible in our new
digital worlds.

Justin Lincoln
Mixing Paint
Digital Animation
2018

For the past six years the majority of my work has been built around a practice I call blogmixing. I
currently follow nearly five thousand blogs on the micro-blogging platform Tumblr. This site presents an
ongoing feed of short texts and images. I edit that feed by making videos with screen capture software to
examine how I look, scan, and read online. Increasingly I identify these videos with Structural Films of the
1970s as well as the roots of information theory, cybernetics, and contemporary practices in creative
programming. As Structural filmmakers pointed out, when story is taken away from images we still have a
situation of one image after another. This is a non-linear immersive experience that I identify with being
online.
In this piece, I run video through a program that shifts the still frames on the central X-axis. The video fed
into the program is made by recording a screen capture of recent images in my Tumblr archive, with a
particularly heavy dose of contemporary painting.

Lydia Moyer
Moments of Silence
Digital Video
2016

My work is a personal response to a sense of crisis in the world. It casts the individual amidst the
collective, wrestling with the overwhelming social, political, and environmental concerns that are the
shadow of capitalism. I engage with these concerns alternately by conflating one with another, speaking
from the past or future in order to address the present, and playing with the strange and uncanny amidst
melancholy and grief. Moving equally and sometimes seamlessly between self-created and existing
materials, I hope to evoke a felt-sense of unshielded – and unheroic – awareness through image, sound,
and text.
Moments of Silence is a super cut of the US house of representatives over the last seven years as they
stood in silence to honor the victims of mass shootings… a self-evident indictment of inaction.

